
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 4 February 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Ellie-Mae H for amazing determination in English. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Jessie C and Emily R for going above and beyond with her Science revision! 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Zoe W and Xander S for showing determination to succeed in Spanish. Well 

done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Kadie-Lee M for showing every academy value, 100% of the time; Heidi K 

for making brilliant contributions every lesson and showing real integrity every maths lesson; Honey C for always 

being on task and focused and making some wonderful contributions in her maths lessons; Grace M-D for always 

trying her best and showing great ability in her maths lessons! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Georgie H for showing determination and making fantastic progress in 

French; Emily B for showing determination to succeed in French; Maisie M for showing integrity and working 

really hard in French lessons. 

Miss Hughes would like to appreciate Sophie U and Emil B for being excellent in Handwriting Intervention. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Bobbie D, Precious E and Lewis B for showing great determination and 

integrity during English; Ethan C for showing an imporvement in determination during his English lessons. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Georgie H for not giving up and working really hard when selected for 'cold 

call'; Laura Z and Honey C for demonstrating brilliant subject knowledge in geography by expanding on their 

answers; Ester E for demonstrating brilliant passion for History; Justas M for completing a brilliant answer and for 

always showing passion for History. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate James M for showing the values of intergrity and respect by supporting 

others and always being well mannered! Well done James; Joel M for showing the values of intergrity and 

determination by always supporting others and giving 100% effort in lessons. Well done Joel! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Tom L for showing the biggest improvement ever in maths and for showing 

excellent determination to succeed with the harder questions; Matthew T for showing great determination with 

excellent cold call answers and effort in class work - Matthew always wants to complete the challenge questions; 

Barbara S for always being on task and showing outstanding determination to complete her tasks in maths, even 

when the work gets really difficult. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Laura Z and Nicholas  for working hard to produce a fantastic speech in 

English. Good job; Kadie-Lee M for being an extremely respectful and positive presence in the classroom. Keep it 

up; Emily R for putting 100% into absolutely everything, demonstrating genuine determination and integrity. 

Fantastic work! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Callum A, Tom L, Lucia A, Khloe W, Remy B, Leon P and Ellie-Mae H for 

some excellent contributions and positive attitude in History. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Mamudo D, Billy B and David A for showing determination in his revision 

lessons for his assessments; Sofia K for showing integrity to improve in her Science knowledge this week, massive 

improvement seen. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 4 February 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Mary-Jane S, Evie C and Lucy Jo J for amazing determination in English. 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Finley F nad Jack B for a massive improvement in attitude towards his Science 

lessons! 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Mia E for improved focus and effort in Spanish. keep it up; Sharon O for 

showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Juozas S for showing every academy value every day and going above and 

beyond in his maths lessons; Milly L for making a huge effort in this week's maths topic, showing brilliant 

resillience and proving you can do it; Lily G-H for making brilliant contributions in maths and always trying your 

best; Oliver C for showing great enthusiasm in this weeks maths lessons; Harry E for showing great ability, 

enthusiasm and work rate in maths this week; Amy D for being an amazing member of our maths class and 

showing confidence and convinction in your answers! 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Ali B, Molly P, Thomas K and Liene Z for showing great determination and 

integrity during English. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Ismail Y for positive contributions in History; Ava A for her brilliant use of 

vocabulary when analysing a source. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Mason D for showing the values of determination and respect by giving 

100% effort in an intervention session and always being well mannered. Well done Mason; Mylie L for showing 

the values of determination and respect by giving 100% effort in an intervention session and always being well 

mannered. Well done Mylie! 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Joseph W for always being 100% on task in maths and for improving his 

confidence with cold call answers; Shade I for always having her equipment ready and starting the do now task 

before I have asked, she shows real integrity every lesson; Ava C for showing integrity by always being ready to 

start the lesson without waiting for the teacher to ask. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Amy D, Richard W, Connor S and Molly P for showing determination and 

producing excellent work in a cover geography lesson. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Amy D for offering some fantastic contributions in English. Good work; 

Charlie H for working hard in English and providing some really helpful insights into Romeo and Juliet. Keep it up; 

Blake G for sharing some fantastic ideas in English and doing so with a huge amount of respect. Well done; Juozas 

S for using extremely ambitious vocabulary in your most recent extended writing task. Fantastic! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Finley F, Lily C, Logan B, Tien N, Kayleigh C, Alex Y, Alfie W, Ella E, Lacey-

May H and Alicia A for some excellent contributions and positive attitude in History; Nathan C for creating and 

sharing a brilliant presentation on the Industrial Revolution for the class; well done! 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate 8a3 Science for showing determination in their revision lesson today, all 

showing their natural state whilst completing independent work. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 4 February 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Sophie H for demonstrating fantastic determination in Science revision 

lessons. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Abbie C and Ethan G-L for showing determination to succeed in Spanish 

lessons. Well done; Ruby O for showing integrity in DEAR lessons. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Sophie E for making some brilliant contributions in this week's maths 

lessons; Calum J for always working hard, sharing answers confidently and being all around brilliant at maths; 

Layton F for always being on task and sharing your work with confidence this week in maths; Jamie F for showing 

brilliant resillience and enagement in maths this week; Lexie B for always being on task and always working hard 

in maths; Sophie M and Loren F for modelling some fantastic quiet partner, sharing your knowledge brilliantly! 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate James T, Curtis S and Billy C for showing great determination and integrity 

during English. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Morgan D for showing determination and going above and beyond in 

History; Stefan P for always working incredibly hard in History! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate David R for demonstrating the values of determination and respect by giving 

100% effort in an intervention session and for always being well mannered. Well done David! 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Connor O for his amazing effort and learning in maths. Keep up the good 

work; Lauren S Excellent start to her learning in maths. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Reece D for determination in showing his expertise with the class. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Kyra S, Grace O, Morgan D, Kieran P and Kayden D for always working hard, 

showing respect and demonstrating integrity in English. Great work; Lexi K for asking for extra revision work to 

complete at home, showing real determination and integrity. Keep it up! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Viesturs K, Lexi K, Maddie P, Daisy O and Michael C for some excellent 

contributions and positive attitude in History. 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Rhys T, Ryan B, Louie D, Hubert G, Ben W, Ethan T-M, Alessia C for some 

excellent contributions and positive attitude in Ms. Sandland's Geography lesson sir covered; Josephine T for 

engaging in the "cold call" process and having a positive attitude in Ms. Sandland's Geography lesson sir covered. 

Mr Walshaw would like to appreciate James T for demonstrating a renewed attitude in PE and taking part in full 

kit with such enthusiam. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Alex R for showing determination in revision sessions; Alexander G for 

showing determination in revision sessions. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Vuong N for showing determination and always contributing perceptive 

responses when 'cold called'. 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 4 February 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Liam M for continuously demonstrating our core values in Science lessons 

and working hard. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Thomas H & Charlize M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish 

lessons. Well done! 

Miss Freeman would like to appreciate Steven B for voicing the pefect Macduff; Thomas D for taking the role of 

the teacher and cold calling; Paul I for voicing the perfect Macbeth; Lann N for voicing numerous character with 

enthusiasm; Aaron T Showing determination with cold calling; Leighton H Showing determination with analysis. 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Sadie A for showing tremendous determination during this week's 

transformation topic. Well done; James H for showing great engagement and ability in all of his maths ; James C 

for showing brilliant focus and work rate in his maths lessons; Harvey S for showing fantastic ability and integrity 

during his maths lessons this week; Millie D for modelling some wonderful quiet partner work and sharing their 

knowledge to help others; Ali T, Alex D and Faye J for modelling some wonderful quiet partner work and sharing 

their knowledge to help others! 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Evie W and Alan G for showing great determination and integrity during 

English. 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Bailey C for an excellent start to her maths learning. Keep up the 

impeccable standards. Well done; Adam C for always excellent standards of work and behaviour. Keep up the 

good work; Aaron S for an excellent start to his maths lessons. Well done; Ellie C for her engagement in maths 

today. Well done Ellie. 

Mr Gallagher would like to appreciate Globade T and Taylor C for having a persistently good attitude in Business. 

Mr Kaushal would like to appreciate Andrea Z for showing determination to succeed completing the extension 

task. Well done! 

Mr Kaushal & Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Taylor C, Olivia W and Jessica T for fantastic engagement in 

DEAR this week. Keep it up! 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Alex D, Joy D, Lewis B, James C, Thomas H, James H, Lexi C and Joseph R for 

consistently working hard in English and showing determination to improve. Great work! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Bella B, Libby B, Thomas H, Emma D, Marc I, Leo B, Abbie-May R, Karim 

S, Lucy D, Kian L, Lucy O, Lilly N, Thomas D, Gbolade T and Natasha T for having a persistently good attitude in 

History and always giving 100%; Georgia H for showing really good determination in History and not giving up. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Natasha T for showing determination in her revision lessons for her 

assessments. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Makayla K for reading the part of Macbeth, confidently, even during our online 

'live lessons'; Bella B for showing determination and perserverance when answering her 'cold call' question; Luke 

B and Michael M for showing determination and perserverance when answering his 'cold call' question. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 4 February 2022 

Year 11 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Wealth O-A, Stefan P, Marty M and Louie D for becoming a published 

author as part of Creative Writing Club. 

Miss Clayton would like to appreciate Olivia B, Ethan M-D and Reece D for amazing determination in English. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Charlie F and Amy M for showing determination to succeed in Spanish 

lessons. Well done! 

Mr Robertson would like to appreciate Liam P, James C, Abi V, Kyle Q, Matthew P and Katie O for always 

demonstrating superb subject knowledge and 100% effort in lessons. 

Mr Waters would like to appreciate Patryk B for showing determination in his Chemistry  lessons this week. 

 


